Abstract. In this paper, we propose a simple, fast and easy to implement algorithm lossgrad (locally optimal step-size in gradient descent), which automatically modifies the step-size in gradient descent during neural networks training. Given a function f , a point x, and the gradient ∇xf of f , we aim to find the step-size h which is (locally) optimal, i.e. satisfies:
Introduction
Gradient methods, with the stochastic gradient descent at the head, play a basic and crucial role in nonlinear optimization of artificial neural networks. In recent years many efforts have been devoted to better understand and improve existing optimization methods. This led to the widespread use of the Momentum method [10] and learning rate schedulers [17] , as well as to creation of new algorithms, such as AdaGrad [1] , AdaDelta [18] , RMSprop [13] , Adam [4] .
These methods, however, are not without flaws, as they need an extensive tuning or costly grid search of hyperparameters, together with suitable learning rate scheduler -too large step-size may result in instability, while too small may be slow in convergence and may lead to stuck in the saddle points [12] .
As the choice of the proper learning rate is crucial, in this paper we aim to find such step which is locally optimal with respect to the direction of the gradient. Our ideas were motivated by l4 algorithm [11] , which however apply the idea globally, as it computes the linearization of the loss function at the given point and proceeds to the global root of this linearization. Furthermore, unlike the wngrad [15], our algorithm can both increase and decrease the learning rate values.
Our algorithm is similar in principle to the line search methods as its aim is to adjust the learning rate based on function evaluations in the selected direction. Line search methods however, perform well only in a deterministic setting and require a stochastic equivalent to perform well with SGD [8] . In opposite to this, lossgrad is also intended to work well in a stochastic setting. The difference is that our algorithm changes the step-size after taking the step thus never requiring any copying of potentially large amounts of memory for network weights.
LOSSGRAD
The method we propose is based on the idea of finding a step-size which is locally optimal, i.e. we follow the direction of the gradient to maximally minimize the cost function. Thus given a function f (which we want to minimize), a point x and the gradient 1 ∇ x f , we aim to find the step-size h which is (locally) optimal, i.e. satisfies:
A natural problem of how to practically realize the above search emerges. This paper is devoted to the examination of one of the possible solutions. We assume that we are given a candidate h > 0 from the previous step (or some initial choice in the first step). A crucial role is played by investigation of the connection between the value of f after the step size and the value given by its linearized prediction (see Figure 1 ):
We implicitly assume here that ∇f x , v > 0 (if this is not the case, we replace v by −v). Our idea relies on considering the loss function in a direction v:
and fitting a quadratic function W (t), which coincides with φ at the end points and has the same derivative at zero (see Figure 2 ), i.e. such that:
Then we get: 
Remark 1.
To compute r h we need the knowledge of the gradient ∇ x f and the evaluation of f at x − hv (the predicted next point in which we will arrive according to the current value of the step-size). Consequently, in the case when v = ∇ x f (i.e. in the case of gradient methods), we need to additionally compute f (x − h∇ x f ). Then the value r h simplifies to:
The derivative of function W at point h is given by:
This means that if:
the derivative of function W at point h is negative, and therefore we should increase the step-size to further minimize f (see Figure 2 ). On the other hand, if :
the derivative of function W at point h is positive, and therefore we should decrease the step-size to further minimize f . In our method, increasing (decreasing) the step-size takes place by multiplication of the current learning rate h by the learning rate adjustment factor c ( 1 c ). One can find the lossgrad algorithm pseudocode in algorithm 1. Notice that using our method does not involve almost any additional calculations.
Algorithm 1 lossgrad step
Require: X -inputs for current batch, y -labels for current batch Require: θ -model weights, α -learning rate, c -learning rate adjustment factor
actual ← loss_function(ŷ, y) 8:
if r h > 0.5 then
10:
α ← α c 11:
α ← cα
LOSSGRAD asymptotic analysis in two dimensions
In the following section we show, how this process behaves for the quadratic form F (x) = x T Ax, where x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ R n and A is a symmetric positive matrix. Observe that in this case lossgrad can be seen as the approximation of the exact solution to equation (1) . Therefore in this section, we study how the minimization process given in (1) works for quadratic functions.
To obtain exact formula we now apply the orthonormal change of coordinates in which F has the simple form:
where λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ . . . λ n ≥ 0 are the eigenvalues of A.
Starting from the random point
. .), we have:
After taking the derivative we have:
As our goal is to find t 0 = arg min t f (t), we equate the derivative to zero:
Since x 1 = x 0 − t 0 ∇ 0 , we have:
To see how this process behaves after a greater number of steps, we assume that x ∈ R 2 . We consider the function which transports the point to its next iteration:
where
, and thus g 2n (x) = K n x x. By taking the worst possible case we obtain that the above minimizes for a x = λ 2 2 /λ 2 1 , so we obtain an estimate for the convergence:
Notice that this is invariant to data and function scaling (i.e. g(Cx) = Cg(x)).
Remark 2. One can easily observe that the estimation (4) gives the upper bound for a decrease rate of the solution to any standard gradient descent method with a fixed learning rate. Whether the same holds for the method in R n is an open problem.
Experiments
We tested lossgrad in multiple different setups. First, we explore the algorithm's resilience on the choice of initial learning rate and its behavior for a range of different LR adjustment factor values. In our experiments we tried to compare lossgrad with wngrad [15] and l4 applied to SGD [11] . We found out that l4 based on vanilla SGD is extremely unstable both on standard and tuned parameters on almost all datasets and network architectures, so we do not present the results here. For each experiment we also tested standard SGD optimizer with a range of learning rate hyperparameters, including a highly tuned one. For comparison, we also included SGD with scheduled learning rate if that enhanced the results. Because dropout heavily affects lossgrad's stability, we decided not to use it in our experiments.
We test the initial learning rate with values ranging between 10 −1 and 10 −6 for a convolutional neural network on CIFAR-10 with the rest of the settings staying the same. Resulting test loss values are presented in Fig. 3 on the right, while the first 800 batches' step size values are presented on the left. Irrespectively of the initial learning rate chosen, the step size always converges to values around 0.025 for this experiment setup. Thus, the need for tuning is practically eliminated, and this property makes the algorithm noticeably attractive.
As lossgrad requires one hyperparameter, we explore which values are appropriate. This is tested by training a convolutional neural network on CIFAR-10 dataset, using our optimizer parameterized with a different value each time, with the rest of the settings staying the same. We evaluated the following hyperparameter Table 4 .: lossgrad results for ResNet-56 on CIFAR-10 dataset.
Tab. 2 and Tab. 3 presents the results for fully connected network trained on MNIST and an autoencoder trained on Fashion-MNIST, respectively. We noticed the occurrence of sudden spikes in loss (classification accuracy drops and subsequent recoveries) in case of classification on MNIST, but not when training an autoencoder on Fashion-MNIST. The spikes correspond to learning rate peaks, which suggests that temporarily too high step size causes the learning process to diverge. Fig. 4 presents test accuracy and averaged step size (learning rate) when training a ResNet-56 network on CIFAR-10, while Tab. 4 presents the results summary. Even with low initial learning rate, lossgrad still manages to achieve results better than SGD, being beaten only by optimized scheduled SGD. Note the step size spike at the beginning of the training process. This spike consistently appears at the beginning of the training in nearly every setup tested in this paper. This result is in line with many learning rate schedulers used in the training of neural networks, that increase the step-size at the beginning of the training and then, after few epochs, they decrease the step-size value [17]. Table 6 .: lossgrad results for WAE on CelebA dataset.
Results for LSTM trained on IMDb dataset are presented in Tab. 5. Here, for the vanilla SGD, a higher learning rate is preferred. lossgrad selects a very low step-size instead (below 0.01 after the initial peak) and manages only to achieve better results than untuned SGD.
Finally, the results for WAE-MMD are presented in Tab. 6. The originally used optimizer (Adam) and scheduler combination from [14] is marked as "original". Properly tuned SGD, as well as WNGrad, yield better results than lossgrad, which chooses a very low step size for this problem.
We provide an implementation of the algorithm with basic examples of usage on a git repository: https://github.com/bartwojcik/lossgrad.
Conclusion
We proposed lossgrad, a simple optimization method for approximating locally optimal step-size. We analyzed the algorithm behavior in two dimensions quadratic form example and tested it on a broad range of experiments. Resilience on the choice of initial learning rate and the lack of additional hyperparameters are the most attractive properties of our algorithm.
In future work, we aim to investigate and possibly mitigate the loss spikes encountered in the experiments, as well as work on increasing the algorithm's effectiveness. A version for momentum SGD and Adam is also an interesting topic for exploration that we intend to pursue.
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Tab. 7 presents the architecture used for image classification on CIFAR-10 dataset. This architecture was used to obtain the results presented in Fig. 3 and Tab. 1. We initialized the neuron weights using a normal distribution with a 0.05 standard deviation and bias weights with a constant 0.2. The minibatch size was set to 100 and cross entropy was chosen as the loss metric. The model was trained for 60 epochs with c hyperparameter set to 1.05 in the learning rate convergence experiment and for 120 epochs with an initial learning rate of 0.1 in the second experiment. We preprocessed the CelebA dataset by resizing its images to 64x64 and discarding labels.
Tab. 7 also contains the architectures used for image classification on MNIST dataset and for autoencoder training on Fashion-MNIST dataset. We trained both networks for 30 epochs with the rest of the hyperparameters being the same as in CIFAR-10 experiment. For MNIST, we selected the following learning rate values: 0.01, 0.07, 0.45 for SGD and 1.0 for WNGrad. For Fashion-MNIST, we tested the following learning rate values: 2.0, 4.0, 16.0 for SGD and 5.0 for WNGrad. We also evaluated two scheduled optimizers. The first one linearly increases the learning rate from 0 to 10 in epoch 10, stays constant until epoch 15 and decreases afterward (trapezoidal). The second one starts with 16.0 and is multiplied by 0.5 after 20 epochs. Mean square error was used as the loss function.
ResNet-56 architecture is described in [2] . We trained the network for 250 epochs, used random cropping and inversion when training and applied weight decay with λ = 0.001. The learning rate values we used were: 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 for SGD, 0.2 for WNGrad, 0.1 with 0.1 multiplier after epochs 100 and 150 for step scheduled SGD. We set the mini-batch size to 128 in this experiment.
For IMDb experiments, we used a pretrained embedding layer, trained with GloVe algorithm [9] on 6 billion tokens available from torchtext library. Its 100 element output was fed to 1 layer of bidirectional LSTM with 256 hidden units for each direction. The final linear layer transformed that to scalar output. We set 0.1 as the learning rate for wngrad , 0.5, 0.1, 0.05 for SGD and also tested a scheduled SGD with learning rate initially set to 0.5 and then decreasing to 0.05 after 10 epochs.
The architecture for WAE-MMD is the same as in [14] . Minibatch size was set to 64, mean square error was selected as a loss function and the network was trained for 80 epochs. We set 1 −4 as the initial learning rate for WNGrad and 1 −5 , 1 −4 for SGD.
